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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Learning Support Coordinator (LSC) role was launched in 2020 following Treasury 
funding of $312 million. A tranche of 623 full-time roles was shared across 1052 
kura/schools in 124 clusters. The introduction of the LSC role was swiftly followed in 
March by COVID-19 lockdowns, restrictions and challenges that have remained a 
constant feature of kura/school life. One in five learners have learning support needs 
and the LSC role was designed to improve the response to these needs. The LSC role 
is a non-teaching role employed by kura/schools. The role is designed to add capacity 
and capability to kura/schools and clusters of kura/schools (clusters) to better meet 
mild to moderate, neurodiverse, or high-and-complex learning support needs.   

Evaluating the LSC role  

This report presents findings from the third and final phase of the formative process 
and early outcome evaluation by Synergia. This new data builds on the considerable 
evidence base developed during Phases 1 and 2. For Phase 3, additional whānau, 
service manager, and identified national Ministry staff (stakeholder) interviews were 
completed, alongside surveys of LSC, kura/schools, and kaiako/teachers. Importantly, 
this phase includes learning and insights from Māori medium settings from a kaupapa 
Māori perspective.   

Evidence from all three phases is drawn on to answer the evaluation questions and 
provide key findings, insights and considerations for improvement.  

High value investment  

Most kura/schools (72%, n=321) and kaiako/teachers (59%, n=122) with an LSC, and 
LSC themselves (67%, n=141) were highly satisfied with the LSC role. Additionally, 
seven in ten kura/schools, seven in ten LSC, and six in ten kaiako/teachers, rated the 
Ministry’s investment in the LSC role as good or very good value.  

Working well in the kura/school environment 

The LSC role is established, working as intended and generating the initial outcomes 
expected for kura/schools. Kura/schools’ ability to identify and respond to learning 
support needs has improved on many fronts, including the establishment and use of 
learning support registers, accessing of resources, supporting kaiako/teachers, and 
LSC providing an effective link between the kura/school, whānau, and other agencies.  

Success is supported by the credibility and soft skills of LSC (such as relatability and 
communication style) and the active support of, and involvement with, kura/school 
leadership. The main barriers that hinder progress in kura/schools are a lack of shared 
understanding of the LSC role purpose and scope and the lack of leadership support or 
involvement.  

Large urban kura/schools with a full time LSC on site reported the greatest benefit and 
satisfaction with the LSC role. Other kura/schools are sharing an LSC. There is no ‘best 
way’ to share an LSC, but there are different operational models, each with benefits 
and trade-offs. 
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Feedback from Māori medium stated that the design of the LSC role does 
not reflect te ao Māori 

For Māori medium, the design of the LSC role has not reflected te ao Māori and the 
pedagogy of kura kaupapa. Not being able to recruit the person with the right fit for 
the role, and poor experiences of sharing the role with English medium schools, 
indicate a need to reconsider operational settings for Māori medium contexts. 
Engaging with Māori peak bodies to explore partnership options will support this 
process.    

Transitions are enhanced by LSC, but other collaborative activity is harder 
to get traction on  

Supporting transitions between kura/schools by developing pathways and processes, 
and working with individual learners and whānau, has been the simplest space for LSC 
to consistently get involved and add value in the collaborative cluster space.  

The infrastructure needed for LSC to influence learning support at a cluster level is 
context dependent and is often lacking. This makes it hard for LSC to get traction on 
learning support activities, beyond their individual kura/schools. Infrastructure refers 
to the role Ministry service managers play, existing relationships between 
kura/schools, and incentives and processes for working as a collective. This lack of 
collective infrastructure is further compounded by some kura/schools’ perception of 
the LSC role as an individual kura/school resource, rather than the cluster resource it 
was designed to be. 

Considerations for now and the future  

Opportunities to sustain and improve the value of the current tranche can be 
summarised as two areas of activity: firstly, building in role infrastructure for LSC such 
as leadership, professional development and a career pathway. This infrastructure will 
complement the second area of activity, which is to strengthen the conditions for 
collaborative working. The value added to individual kura/schools is considered 
sufficient itself. If more is expected of the role in a collective sense then positive 
incentives, interventions and other tools may be required; this will prime the 
environment so LSC contributions to the intent of the Learning Support Delivery Model 
(LSDM) are engineered through design.    

Kura/schools and clusters may need more time and support with readiness for LSC to 
ensure optimal implementation. This includes messages that reinforce the concept of 
LSC being a cluster resource rather than school ‘entitlement’. Increasing the emphasis 
on clusters could also reinforce the inclusion of support with transitions from Early 
Learning Services (ELS), an opportunity for early intervention that is not always 
recognised by clusters.   

Kura/schools value the contribution of LSC, however, many are mindful that they have 
a resource that other kura/schools with similar or more needs do not. Currently four in 
ten kura/schools have an LSC allocation; the stakeholders we engaged with said this 
was unfair. There are early signs of other learning support resources compensating for 
this, which was not foreseen.  
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For example, service managers and Resource Teachers Learning and Behaviour 
(RTLB) have described focusing more on kura/schools without an LSC to provide, in 
their view, more equitable support of learning support needs across all kura/schools. 
Any further resourcing of LSC will provide an opportunity for the Ministry to review the 
allocation method. This could include ways to adjust for the trade-off of sharing an 
LSC with other kura/schools as well as exploring the role of the Equity Index (as a 
proxy indicator of learning support need) in allocation decisions.   

1.1 Structure of this report 
This report starts with an overview of the unique LSC role, then a brief summary of 
the evaluation design (Section 3). Key findings from all three phases of evaluation are 
shared early in the report (Section 4) before new evidence is presented in Sections 5 
and 6. Section 5 covers our learning from Māori medium and Section 6 uses evidence 
from current implementation to answer the evaluation question, how well is the role 
functioning? Section 7 answers the evaluation question, what value has the initial 
tranche created for learning support? Our insights and learning are presented in 
Section 8 before the last section of this report outlines opportunities for improving LSC 
implementation across kura/schools and clusters.  

We use the terms kura/schools, tumuaki/principals and kaiako/teachers throughout 
this report. A glossary of Māori terms and acronyms used in this report can be found 
in Appendix 1 and 2 respectively starting on page 49. 
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2. A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY 

The Learning Support Delivery Model (LSDM) was piloted in 2017, and further rolled 
out by the Ministry and the sector in 2019 in recognition of the requirement to support 
learning needs differently (Ministry of Education, 2019). The LSDM represents a more 
localised and flexible approach to identifying and responding to learning support 
needs. Its success will support a reduction in fragmentation and strengthen how 
learning support is provided so that all children and young people get the right 
support, in the right place, at the right time. The Learning Support Action Plan 
identified the implementation of the LSC role as its first priority of six priority 
improvements that would have the greatest impact on Learning Support.  

The four features of the LSDM are: working together to plan and deliver joined-up 
support, proactively identifying local needs and gathering available resources, 
collaborative decision making, and strengthening support across a range of needs. LSC 
are key players in the LSDM. 

Clusters of schools, kura, Early Learning Services me ngā kōhanga reo (clusters) that 
were already progressing well with the LSDM were chosen for the first tranche of LSC 
allocation in 2020. This included groups of kura/schools that were a formal Kāhui 
Ako/Community of Learning and groups that were not. This report uses the term 
cluster to refer to all collective arrangements. 

In November 2018 Government announced $312 million of new funding over four 
years for the Tranche 1 LSC initiative. This funding supported the development of the 
LSC role and implementation of a tranche of LSC to approximately four in ten schools 
and kura across Aotearoa from 2020. The LSC is unique, in that it is a fully funded role 
dedicated to learning support. The significance of this unique opportunity for the 
education sector cannot be underestimated. LSC implementation is a high trust model, 
with Ministry funding for 623 full time LSC across 124 clusters of schools, with 
resource allocation based primarily on the size of school rolls. Some additional 
allocation for other factors, including geographic isolation and a high proportion of 
priority learners enrolled, also occurred.  

2.1. The Learning Support Coordinator role 
Figure 1 on the next page highlights the LSC role functions that increase capacity and 
capability in schools and contribute to the pathways, systems, and processes that 
enable a local response to best meet the learning support needs of children and young 
people. 
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Figure 1 - LSC role and core functions 

 

The sector had a relatively short timeframe to implement the LSC role. Schools and 
kura were able to recruit from October 2019 for the 2020 school year. The Ministry 
ran a series of regional workshops for board of trustee chairs and principals of 
allocated schools late in 2019. A series of regional two-day induction forums for LSC 
and a principal from each cluster were held early in 2020. A draft guide to the LSC role 
was released at these forums and a final version was released in November 2020. 

Term 1 2020 saw the introduction of the LSC role and this was swiftly followed in 
March by COVID-19 lockdowns, restrictions and challenges that have remained a 
constant feature of school life.   

The first cohort of LSC employed were very experienced kaiako/teachers and three in 
four of them had specialist learning support experience. The scope of the role 
incorporates five core functions, and the focus or scope of individual roles can vary 
between schools and clusters, depending on the needs of schools within a cluster.  

This model requires that each cluster decides how to distribute, employ, and use its 
own LSC allocation. LSC are expected to contribute collectively to a broad change 
agenda through their localised role delivery in individual and clusters of schools. The 
tumuaki/principal of their employing school generally, but not always, becomes the 
line manager of the LSC. 

The LSC role represents a unique learning support opportunity for learners, schools 
and clusters that received an allocation. 

  

Ensure children and young people with 
disability and additional learning needs have 
access to the services they need. They will 
substantively contribute to a collaborative 
approach that organises learning support 
around what best meets the needs of 
children and young people across a local 
community. They will help simplify the 
current learning support system, particularly 
for the key stakeholders that interact with 
it, including parents and whānau. 

LSC role LSC five functions
 Support students through building an inclusive school or kura and cluster 

environment where all students participate, progress and make successful 
transitions.

 Support kaiako/teachers in schools and kura to lift their capability to better 
meet the needs of learners,  and to strengthen their connections with Early 
Learning Services me nga kōhanga reo.

 Support for parents and whānau to partner successfully with their school or 
kura and develop an understanding of learning support processes and who 
to contact if needed.

 Work with other LSCs across the cluster, and connect with the learning 
support facilitator and wider agencies, such as Oranga Tamariki—Ministry 
for Children, to access services and resources to support learners.

 Work with and influence the school or kura leadership team to ensure all 
students receive the appropriate support to enhance their learning and 
progress.
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3. EVALUATION DESIGN 

To understand the implementation and benefits of the LSC role, the Ministry 
commissioned a three-phase formative process evaluation. Phase 1 covered the 
establishment and early implementation of the LSC role in 2020. Phases 2 and 3 have 
continued to monitor the implementation of the LSC role and build the evidence base 
to inform future decision-making and determine how well the aims of the policy have 
been met. 

A mixed methods approach has been used across all phases of the evaluation. We 
have worked in partnership with Te Pae Aronui team in the Ministry to maximise 
learning from the evaluation. Te Pae Aronui and Synergia also delayed and adapted 
our data collection plans to minimise the burden on kura/schools while they responded 
to COVID-19.  

This report incorporates findings from Phases 1 and 2 (Synergia Ltd., 2020, 2021), 
weaving them with new data to build the level of evidence across the evaluation.  

Phase 3 methods include population surveys (kura/schools, kaiako/teachers and LSC), 
and stakeholder and whānau interviews.  

New evidence and insights come in this phase from Māori medium settings. This 
aspect of the evaluation was led by Mary-Kaye Wharakura from Synergia, with 
Mereana Moko. Section 5 of the report provides more detail on the kaupapa Māori 
approach used.  

More detail on the methods we used is included as Appendix 3.  

Figure 2 on the next page identifies the key evaluation questions and provides a brief 
overview of key data collection across Phases 1 to 3. 
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Figure 2 - Overview of data collection across Phases 1 to 3  

 

3.1. Data analysis  
The evaluation questions and sub questions have provided a framework for the 
analysis and synthesis of quantitative and qualitative data.  

Within this framework, qualitative data was analysed thematically. This reflects a 
general inductive approach commonly used in evaluation.  

Quantitative survey data items relating to core domains of the theory of change were 
analysed two ways: firstly, to determine how well implementation was going across 
Aotearoa New Zealand for LSC, kaiako/teachers, schools/ kura, and secondly, to 
compare changes in these ratings over time. Ratings from different phases were 
analysed to identify statistically significant differences and the magnitude of any 
change in rating patterns. Additional chi-square analysis was used to determine 
significant associations between responses across a range of implementation 
variables.  

Qualitative and quantitative evidence was brought together when applying the 
implementation monitoring framework and change over time analysis to understand 
the level of implementation and success of the LSC role to date (further detail is 
provided in Section 6.1).  

The implementation monitoring framework consists of a mix of key variables repeated 
across Phases 1 to 3, and some newly designed variables designed to build on insights 
from Phase 2. The Ministry has been provided with these results in a data supplement 
to this report.  

Understanding initial 
implementation:  

 Stakeholder interviews with 
stakeholders across 13 clusters 
of Kura/Schools (n=99)

 Kura/school survey (40% response 

rate, n=419) 

 LSC survey (62% response rate, 

n=371)

Phase 2 
(January 2021 to July 2021)

Phase 3
(August 2021 to June 2022)

Phase 1 
(January 2020-January 2021)

Building on implementation through 
focus areas:

 Engaging with whānau
 Pathways and processes to 

support transitions 
 LSC supporting Māori learners, and 

Pacific learners 
 Working across multiple schools
 Stakeholder interviews (n=102)

 LSC survey (72% response rate, n=449)

 Kura/school survey (55% response rate, 

n=574)

Continued formative process 
evaluation with a focus on value: 

 Māori Medium focus area 
(Interviews n=13 and 2 written accounts) 

 Whānau interviews (n=24)

 Kaiako/teacher survey (n=280)

 LSC survey (46%, n=286)

 Kura/school survey (49.5%, n=522)

 Key Stakeholder interviews (n=16)

 Service Manager interviews (n=14)

Key Evaluation Questions: 
1. How well Is the role functioning?

2. How can the implementation and contribution of the LSC role be improved?
3. What value has this initial tranche of LSC created at this stage of implementation? 

Formative process evaluation using a mixed methods
Rubric aligned with LSC Theory of Change used to make evaluative judgements about implementation 
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3.2. Limitations and acknowledging the evaluation context  
Whānau were invited for interviews via LSC. This approach likely introduced positive 
bias. We had expected a standardised learning support register would be in place to 
support a systematic sampling approach, but this was not available.   

Surveys designed to provide a broad representation of kaiako/teachers, kura/schools 
and LSC, had to be distributed via tumuaki/principals, so may not have reached all the 
people and settings they were intended for.  

The majority of data collection for Phases 2 and 3 was collected remotely and all three 
phases were completed in short periods of time because of COVID-19 restrictions. This 
meant data was effectively a snapshot of each phase, reducing the quality of data that 
comes with face-to-face conversations and site visits.  

Clusters of kura/schools include Early Learning Services me nga kōhanga reo. Few 
people from these settings were identified by cluster leads to provide feedback for the 
evaluation as relationships were not always established. We use the acronym ELS in 
this report.  

The insights from Māori medium are based on a small sample of interviews. However, 
the experiences they shared reflected those of other settings and were able to 
highlight how some of the challenges and trade-offs are amplified for Māori medium.  

Overall, the sample sizes and the level of evidence available for the three phases of 
the evaluation provides a credible insight that the Ministry and the sector can 
confidently use to build on and further enhance the success and influence of LSC. 
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4. SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS 

The key findings from the three phases of evaluation are summarised here; evidence, 
and interpretation of evidence, is discussed in the following sections.   

4.1. The LSC role is seen as a good value investment to learning 
support  

 Most kaiako/teachers, LSC and kura/schools consider the Ministry’s investment 

in the LSC role as high value (59% kaiako/teachers, 67% LSC, 72% 

kura/schools). The additional capability and capacity available since 2020 has 

improved responsiveness to a diverse range of learning support needs.  

 The LSC role was an explicit initiative to address known inequities in learning 

support by making the learning environment more inclusive and responsive to 

those with mild to moderate learning support needs. The improvements in the 

ability of kura/schools to identify and support these learners, kaiako/teachers 

and whānau reflect this. These improvements represent a mindset shift in terms 

of learning support, and the degree of implementation achieved represents a 

solid step forward.  

4.2. LSC role is working well in kura/schools and producing 
intended outcomes  

 While there was variation in the execution of the role in individual kura/schools, 

overall, LSC were performing the key functions of the role in kura/school 

settings and realising the outcomes expected of these functions to a good 

standard. This means the majority of kura/schools are experiencing 

improvements in their ability to identify and respond to learning support needs, 

lift the capacity and confidence of kaiako/teachers, support effective transitions, 

and partner more effectively with whānau.  

 The LSC role can be empowering for whānau; positive experiences were 

associated with the LSC being relatable, accessible and knowledgeable 

advocates for learners and their whānau. 

 Whānau members we interviewed reported feeling more connected with their 

child’s kura/school and included in learning support decisions. The LSC was 

viewed as a key person for whānau to contact when they had questions and 

needed help with coordinating supports.  
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4.3. Getting traction at cluster level is a matter of luck rather 
than design  

 Collaboration within a cluster or across clusters was not easily achieved even 

when there was goodwill and current implementation was of an adequate 

standard.  

 Cluster level mechanisms such as the standardised learning support register 

(through the Te Rito platform), and active facilitation provided by the Ministry of 

Education service managers’ role, were not realised to the extent they were 

expected to. The lack, or absence, of these mechanisms affected kura/schools 

progress towards cluster level working.  

 LSC do not have the role infrastructure to fit and belong easily at a cluster level. 

Without mechanisms that engender collaborative working across the learning 

support community, the LSC contribution will still be considerable, but it will be 

more focussed on individual kura/schools.  

 Service managers for all 14 reference clusters were interviewed for this final 

phase of the evaluation. This role is highly relational and delivered differently, 

depending on the interpretation of the role, local practices, and networks. 

Service managers are supportive of the LSC role. While many actively use their 

role and networks to integrate LSC into local structures and processes, others 

play a passive role.   

4.4. The LSC role design does not effectively support a kaupapa 
Māori paradigm  

 Māori were not at the table when decisions about the design of operationalising 

and implementing the role were made. This highlights the lack of opportunity 

for Māori to have autonomy over the design and set-up of the LSC role for 

Māori medium.  

 The pedagogy of kura kaupapa Māori requires LSC to be competent in te reo 

Māori me ona tikanga (Māori language and customs). Under the current 

operational settings, recruitment of suitably qualified LSC staff is difficult.  

 LSC are qualified teachers and Māori medium want the flexibility to consider 

people with different qualifications and experience for the role. This may be 

someone with deep community knowledge, or from other health or social sector 

roles. Other experience, skills and knowledge was often identified as more 

important than teaching qualifications for LSC working in Māori medium.  
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 Having to share an LSC who is employed by, and works mostly in English 

medium schools, does not work well for Māori medium settings. The different 

approaches to learning support are compounded by the logistical challenges of 

sharing a role; as a result, some Māori medium settings have decided it’s easier 

to do without a LSC.  

 As with other settings, the need for additional funding to attract and retain the 

right people in these roles was identified in Māori medium.  

4.5. Implementation started strongly and needs adjustments 
and support to reach its potential  

 As the evidence base has built with each phase of the evaluation, aspects of 

design and implementation that support success can be identified with 

confidence. Opportunities for further improvement can also be identified with 

confidence, as they emerge from a synthesis of evidence from multiple sources 

over three phases of evaluation. These findings indicate the need for a 

systematic and structural response from the Ministry, as the potential of the LSC 

role will not simply be reached with more time.  

 The LSC role has been implemented in a context that has seen the initial and 

ongoing response to COVID-19. This has placed the entire sector under 

considerable and sustained pressure. The opportunities for improvement 

identified in this report relate to the fundamental design and implementation of 

LSC and will remain unless addressed, even as the impact of COVID-19 reduces.  

4.6. Actionable learnings for current and future tranches but the 
need to get it right for Māori medium comes first 

 There is a clear opportunity for the Ministry to demonstrate its Te Tiriti o 

Waitangi obligations by responding to the needs of Māori medium settings and 

incorporating what they say will work for them.  

 This tranche of LSC has provided an opportunity to uncover not only what 

works and what doesn’t, but what works for whom and in what circumstances. 

If the vision of the LSC role at cluster level is to be realised, strengthening LSC 

role infrastructure and enabling the LSDM to occur at cluster level will be 

needed.  

 Many kura/schools consider that the first tranche allocation could have taken a 

more learning support needs-based approach. Any future tranches will benefit 

from allocation that is seen as more equitable in this regard. 
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 The built-in flexibility of the role is a strength and demands high trust between 

all those involved. Ensuring the readiness of the whole learning support 

community to support the LSC role will enhance the establishment and 

functioning of the role for potential future tranches.  

 Building in a fit for purpose accountability mechanism between the Ministry and 

kura/schools/clusters will support LSC. This could be designed to ensure LSC 

contributions beyond each individual kura/school is not left to chance. 
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5. HE TIROHANGA MĀRAMATANGA: INSIGHTS AND 
LEARNINGS FROM MĀORI MEDIUM IN PHASE 3 

Ma mua, ka kite a muri - Ma muri, ka ora a mua. 

Reflect to the past, to create the vision forward 

Those who lead the way, give sight to those who follow,

those who follow, give life to those who lead 

Ngā Whāinga – The purpose 

The key purpose of this aspect of the evaluation was to draw on the experiences of 
Māori medium to: 

 explore the role in terms of supporting whānau and tamariki 

 identify the value of the LSC role  

 identify how the implementation of the role can be improved. 

For the purpose of the evaluation when we use the term Māori medium it refers to any 
education setting where some or all classes are taught in te reo Māori. We have 
engaged two distinct settings for this aspect of the evaluation, that we refer to as kura 
and rumaki. The following offers further definition of those terms: 

 Kura kaupapa Māori operate in accordance with the principles of Te Aho Matua 

as recognised in the Education and Training Act Sections 204 and 205 where te 

reo Māori is the main language for teaching; these are referred to in this report 

as kura.  

 There are also classes, or groups of classes, within English-medium schools that 

have 100%, or at least 31%, of immersion in te reo Māori. For the purposes of 

this report these are all referred to as rumaki. 

5.1. Ngā tikanga arotake – How we conducted the evaluation 
The initial evaluation process within Māori-English medium settings involved 
collaborations between the members of the Ministry’s Te Pae Aronui team and 
Synergia. 

Hui were conducted with the Ministry’s Learning Support team, regional Directors of 
Education, and their teams to develop an engagement process. This enabled support 
for the evaluation and a strong commitment to operate in accordance with terms 
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agreed by the clusters from Phases 1 and 2. Phase 3 of the evaluation has a strong 
focus on Māori ākonga and whānau. 

Tino rangatiratanga and mana motuhake are core values to Māori. Historically, 
engagement without these principles have caused hesitation amongst some Māori 
medium ākonga and whānau to participate in any research creating the need for a 
culturally informed approach for this evaluation.  

The process we undertook for Phase 3, specific to kura, Māori medium (in English 
medium setting) and whānau, was tailored ‘by, with, and for’ Māori – using tikanga 
Māori to guide the process in effort to ensure the preservation of Māori cultural 
concepts, values, and practices. This kaupapa Māori approach demonstrated genuine 
engagement with Māori medium and whānau. This promoted positive engagement 
and constructive feedback from kura and whānau for this evaluation.   

Interviews were completed between February and April 2022. This included five kura 
(from a single Kāhui Ako) and six rumaki (from four Kāhui Ako). Interviews involved 
seven tumuaki, four LSC, two Special Education Needs Coordinators (SENCO) and 
eight interviews with whānau. A total of 21 interviews were completed.  

All interviews applied the principles of tika, pono and aroha in all aspects of 
engagement. Of crucial importance to engagement and the evaluation was that it was 
Māori-led. This aspect of the evaluation was led by Mary-Kaye Wharakura and 
Mereana Moko. 

5.2. Ngā tirohanga – What we found 
Te Aho Matua describes the cultural pedagogy, philosophy, and direction that guide 
kura kaupapa Māori. This kaupapa Māori paradigm is founded on three themes: the 
validity and legitimacy of Māori, the survival and revival of Māori language and the 
autonomy over Māori culture and wellbeing (Smith, G 1997). The validity and 
legitimacy of Te Ao Māori, Māori language; cultural capital, values and knowledge is 
integral for kura kaupapa Māori to reclaim, reframe and realise Māori ways of knowing 
and being. The experiences, reflections and considerations for the future of the LSC 
role in Māori medium has been gathered and presented here, through the lens of Te 
Aho Matua. It is a view of the world that is different to that of English medium 
schools. 

5.2.1. The LSC role in Māori medium 

In Māori medium, every tumuaki we interviewed spoke of the shortage of te reo Māori 
speaking kaiako as well as LSC. Māori LSC who speak and teach te reo Māori is the 
preference but without an uptake in tangata Māori in education, the shortage remains. 
Tumuaki spoke highly of the experience and expertise their LSC brings to the role, 
kura and community despite not speaking te reo Māori. Non- Māori LSC without te reo 
Māori prioritised trusting relationships with tamariki, kaiako, whānau and community. 
Te Ara Whakamana is a resource that non-Māori LSC and RTLB claim is supportive to 
their development and supports them when linking the Māori spiritual and physical 
worlds with activities in everyday learning.  
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The kura and rumaki we engaged with were able to describe the knowledge and skills 
they considered to be prerequisites of people recruited to the LSC role. These 
requirements are summarised in the table below: 

Table 1 - LSC prerequisites 

Kura prerequisites of LSC Rumaki prerequisites of LSC 

 LSC are Māori descent – Connect with 

the learning of the kura, kaiako, 

whānau and community. 

 Whakaaro Māori, matatau te reo Māori, 

tautoko te kaupapa in all that they 

operate to the culturally preferred 

pedagogy of kura kaupapa Māori. 

 Māori or non-Māori LSC. 

 Te reo Māori is preferred but not 

essential. 

 Work with ākonga from a rumaki where 

te reo Māori is a full immersion class 

within an English kura. 

 Whānau Māori centric approach.  Prioritise whānau Māori and Māori 

ākonga eligible for LSC support from 

across the kura and or multiple kura. 

 Work across the kura, community or 

multiple kura and agencies. 

 Support whānau and engage multiple 

people across agencies. 

 Support whānau and engage multiple 

people across agencies. 

When reviewing this table, it is useful to note that due to the shortage of tangata 
Māori LSC, two of the kura we spoke with did not have an LSC at the time of 
interview. 

5.2.2. Insights from Māori medium 

In kura and rumaki, every tumuaki spoke highly of their LSC, expressing professional 
respect for their expertise, skills, and ability to make a significant contribution to the 
kura/school community.   

Tumuaki described their LSC as helping the kura/school to better understand, and 
meet, the needs of their ākonga and whānau. They said LSC are empathetic and 
understand the overlapping challenges that whānau face and bring abilities, strengths, 
personal attributes and a wide range of experiences to the role.  

In Māori medium settings, LSC are described by tumuaki as experienced kaiako with 
some experience in learning support education, supporting pedagogy, and trained in 
Te Ara Whakamana and supporting ākonga with dyslexia. 
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In one kura the tumuaki described the role as “a bit of a social worker and nurse who 
definitely need a variety of skills because the impact of everything else - poverty, 
Covid, unmet needs has just accelerated everything to a different level.”  

In kura and rumaki, each person interviewed identified their school/kura as an 
enabling learning environment that values and shows respect for the identity, 
language, and culture of their ākonga. Prioritising ākonga by providing quality 
teaching and learning was also emphasised in kura and rumaki and LSC consistently 
highlighted their focus on Māori ākonga success as Māori. The themes emerging from 
these interviews are presented here as six cornerstones necessary for ākonga success. 

Six cornerstones for LSC to build ākonga Māori success: 

 Te ao Māori - Māori world. 

 Whakapapa - Genealogy, lineage, descent. 

 Tikanga Māori - Māori values and beliefs.  

 Mātauranga Māori - Māori knowledge originating from Māori ancestors. 

 Tino rangatiratanga - Self-determination, to determine your path. 

 Whānaungatanga - Relationships, kinship through shared experiences. 

These cornerstones identify what is important in Māori medium settings to achieve 
success as Māori but summarise the important qualities and understanding LSC need if 
they are to successfully engage and operate across people, relationships, and spaces. 

When reflecting on how they deliver their role, LSC in Māori medium emphasised 
these common activities: 

 seeking support for the specific needs of tamariki, kaiako and whānau 

 working with kaiako to provide them support to build upon their skills 

 working with outside agencies to enable support for whānau 

 meeting with whānau to ensure they get the support they need 

 translating educational language into a conversation that tamariki and whānau 

understand. 

5.3. The value the initial tranche created at implementation 
Tūhononga: Building genuine relationships and making a sincere connection with 
people. 

The LSC role is highly relational. Connecting with people was the initial priority of LSC 
in both settings, and was supported by their kura/school by introducing them across 
the kura/school and community.  
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Being known to the community and a ‘face seen’ is advantageous. Being familiar 
makes it easy to engage with LSC, connect and build trust.  

Since initial implementation of the role, LSC and kura have developed the identity and 
the face of the role. They have needed to understand how they can best deliver 
support from within the classroom to the community and identified that to do that, the 
LSC must connect many people and places. The LSC is the relationship holder of many 
so that unmet needs can be addressed through people the LSC knows across the kura 
and agencies. The LSC acts as a conduit increasing the social and cultural capital for 
the kura and community. From a Māori perspective this role fits well with māoritanga 
because it immerses the LSC among the people and when tūhononga is made, the 
LSC is valued as part of them. 

LSC are a connector for whānau 

“You have to be more experienced in working with people and having tentacles, 
being aware of where all the agencies fit, and what kind of support they give.” – 
LSC working in a kura 

LSC operating within a supportive kura developed strong relationships with kaiako, 
tumuaki, Kāhui Ako and whānau. From the whānau perspective, the value and mana 
of the kura is strengthened when they see and hear of the whakamana support for 
their LSC. This means that the LSC is autonomous to respond to the varied needs of 
the learners and the varied needs of the whānau. The LSC has a varied role that 
includes being an extension of the kura and Kāhui Ako leadership but with the ability 
to inform and influence on behalf of whānau. The LSC is viewed as a connector for 
whānau. 

Positive communication along with manaakitanga and aroha are key for mana 
enhancing relationships and essential for an LSC to be effective. The LSC role extends 
beyond the kura/school gate and the connections need to be far reaching to ensure 
capable support. The LSC connects and engages with the health and social sector and 
for some, with Government agencies to support whānau.  

LSC reported working alongside:  

 educators in kura, early learning services, kōhanga reo 

 speech language therapists, occupational therapists and physiotherapists 

 public health nurses and hauora centres 

 optometrists, GPs, counsellors and psychologists 

 kaimahi, social workers and case managers   

 District Health Boards, Ministry of Social Development, Work and Income and 

Oranga Tamariki. 
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The LSC reduced the agency footprint involved in the lives of whānau. LSC act as an 
advocate, key contact, and support person for whānau who often do not know how to 
navigate these spaces. Locations of engagement include but are not limited to marae, 
agencies and hohipera (hospital). 

Each kura reported the LSC providing professional knowledge from outside the 
education sector, as well as community knowledge which increased the ability for kura 
to respond where needed. The LSC knows most of the community and since the initial 
implementation, they now know most whānau. LSC have a relationship with whānau, 
whether it's a whānaungatanga relationship or a community relationship. 

5.4. How well is the LSC role functioning in Māori medium 
settings? 
The following table uses key quotes to reflect on the functions of the LSC role and the 
value that LSC bring to Māori medium settings. 

Table 2 Delivering across LSC role functions in Māori medium 

LSC Role Functions Value 

Support learners 

 “LSC needs to be competent around cultural awareness 
and competency and cultural capital. And understanding 
that there is a difference between when working with 
Māori students.” (LSC, rumuaki) 

LSC builds an inclusive community by working 
across kura investing in cultural capital. 

Support kaiako/teachers 

“I'm the bridge between the kura, the teachers and all of 
our other agencies that work with our whānau. I'm never 
the motorway that ties up teachers with time and stuff. " 
(LSC, rumuaki) 

LSC actively looks at designing support to enhance 
the mana and capability of the kaiako and learner. 

Support for parents and Whānau 

“We've been to so many people over the years I thought, 
she's actually agreeing with me and actually listening to 
what we want. Yes! And I said to my husband, “Well, that 
was a cool meeting, we actually felt like we got 
somewhere.” (Mama, MM)                              

“I feel very safe, because it is led by Māori and kaupapa 
Māori protocols, which means that whānaungatanga and 
aroha are key.” (Whaea, kura) 

LSC takes a holistic approach to the needs of 
whānau and listens to what they want. LSC takes it 
on board and will work flexibly ensuring to remove 
what barriers or obstacles are in the way of learner 
success. 

Work with other LSC across the cluster 

“I think that's been quite a major, it's quite important to be 
within the leadership group just to get their support and 
see where they're at and what they're needing from me. 
And I've had a lot of support, and I work a lot with the 
RTLB within our kura.” (LSC, kura) 

LSC builds capability with LSC, kaiako and whānau 
through sharing experiences, tips and solutions with 
other LSC across the cluster.   

Work with and influence the school or kura 
leadership 

‘Our leadership within Kāhui Ako know how important 
connection with agencies within and beyond education is. 
They know how important it is for LSC to connect with the 
community. They encourage tūhononga and support the 
leadership of the LSC. “ (Tumuaki, kura) 

The LSC can be autonomous and be out there 
building relationships and trust with the community, 
agencies, and whānau. They also inform cluster 
leadership of their new learnings outside the kura. 
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5.5. What value is the LSC role creating for whānau? 
In a Māori medium setting, ‘whānau’ refers to the kura, learners, kaiako and learners 
whānau as whānau. The LSC is viewed as an extension of kura whānau and learner 
whānau - in a Māori medium setting whānau are one whānau. 

Whānau live with diverse abilities, special strengths, seeking wellness, sharing 
aspirations of mana motuhake. As diverse as their strengths, so are the voices of 
Māori medium whānau. They are not a typical nuclear whānau consisting of a pair of 
adults with their socially recognised children within the one house.   

Whānau that were interviewed were not only the biological parents: whānau 
interviews included caregivers: an older sister raising siblings; a whāea, a nanny 
raising tamariki; shared parents and solo parents. Each whānau raise their tamariki 
with the generous support from their extended whānau, the LSC and kura. The LSC 
weaves themselves across these relationships to develop a personal connection and 
build trust with whānau. 

The LSC enables access to services and support for whānau. LSC are often ‘out and 
about’. This enables them to engage with the community, across agencies and 
sectors, such as health, so that they can learn about them and from them to gain the 
best outcome for whānau. The LSC is an enabler of education, health, and wellbeing.  

The following list highlights examples of the diverse range of support that LSC are 
providing or gaining access to, with and for, whānau: 

 educational and travel funding 

 technology- devices to support communication and learning 

 online learning for whānau 

 online schooling support 

 information - feedback loops: information flow across kura, community and 

agencies 

 support groups, such as mothers supporting mothers’ group and parenting 

groups 

 sign language programme 

 quit smoking programmes 

 hauora/health agencies 

 social workers 

 kai parcels during lockdowns. 

Whānaungatanga: From a whānau perspective the LSC is valued because they 
bring and add value to the lives of whānau 

Following COVID-19 lockdowns, whānau were uncertain about safety around their 
tamariki at kura. The LSC made themselves available to communicate regularly and 
connect with whānau on a personal level. 
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The LSC helped whānau feel safe and calm. Most LSC gave their phone number for 
ease of communication and some LSC contacted whānau via Messenger to avoid 
costs.  

Drawing from the interviews with LSC, we learned that they all share updates, photos, 
and work progress with whānau (online/in person) so that they can be involved in the 
learning journey of their tamariki. During COVID-19 when tamariki returned to kura, 
the LSC regularly engaged with whānau to help them feel assured their tamariki were 
safe and happy at kura. The LSC provides an open-door policy for parents and 
whānau to visit.  

In the whānau interviews, the offices of two LSC were described as a safe space 
where at one time or another, the LSC had comforted and supported them back to a 
place of strength. Tino rangatiratanga links with the desire for whānau to have a 
meaningful say in decisions affecting the education and wellbeing of their tamariki. 
Every interviewee reported the LSC is supportive and encouraging of what whānau 
decide is best for their whānau. 

The LSC attends appointments and hui with whānau as a support person and by being 
there, supports whānau in what can be a challenging space. An LSC has broadened 
whānau involvement in decisions that affect their lives, just by not having to do it 
alone. In some settings, decision-making spaces are difficult and historically decisions 
were made for whānau, causing anxiety and distress. Whānau have described the LSC 
as giving priority to what the whānau need in these spaces. Whānau reported that the 
tautoko from their LSC and the kura is down to a trusting relationship that embodies 
aroha, manaakitanga and pono. 

What is important to whānau? 

Āta whakarongo / Listening to us - Most whānau felt listened to by their 
LSC. For some, for the first time in years. They felt heard and supported 
without judgement. 

Whakapapa and mātauranga Māori - Important to whānau in relation to 
their whakapapa, te reo journey and future mokopuna. The LSC 
encourages cultural identity by supporting decisions made by whānau to 
reflect what was important to them. 

Kotahitanga / Collective support - By taking a holistic view and approach 
to the needs of whānau. The LSC applies practical action to giving 
support, enabling whānau to navigate different environments. Whānau 
described how the LSC had supported them in many areas. 

Whānaungatanga - Relationships, kinship, and a sense of family 
connection. The LSC ensures care and protection of their tamariki, 
bonding with the whānau as an extension of the whānau. 

Whanau being happy and LSC contributing to whānau - Every whānau 
interviewed praised the LSC role as a positive contributor and enabler to 
the whānau being happy in their life. Whānau described having an open 
and meaningful relationship with LSC, and whānau claimed their child 
loved their LSC. 
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5.6. Actionable learnings: How can implementation be improved? 
Oritetanga: Equity for Māori, and the obligations that are within contracts, 
funding, and policies. Te Tiriti o Waitangi provides the basis for equitable 
outcomes under Article Three.  

Most tumuaki and LSC described inequity by raising a range of issues: 

 Tumuaki reported the current funding model created unfairness across Kāhui 

Ako. Tumuaki reported “the part they share is no bigger, so it's making it less 

for everybody.”  

 Tumuaki reported using the operations fund to support the LSC. 

 The LSC role lacks the financial and professional rewards for a qualified kaiako 

at its fixed salary. There are more steps of promotion on a pay scale for a 

kaiako than for an LSC. 

 The LSC role does not come with a management unit (MU) and relies on the 

kura to fund a MU. 

 Te reo Māori speaking LSC cannot access the Māori Immersion Teachers 

Allowance (MITA) if they work within a kura. 

 LSC that travel rural use a lot of mileage and quickly deplete the travel 

allowance across multiple kura/schools.  

 Shortage of tangata Māori, speech language therapist, health, and education 

specialists make it harder to access learning support by Māori with Māori.  

 Few or no speech language, health, and education specialists travel out to rural 

kura. 

 Little access to education resources written in te reo Māori. 

Most kura and each LSC reported a lack of professional learning and development 
opportunities for LSC 

Interviews identified the need for resources to support the LSC to support kaiako and 
learners. Most LSC rely on their own resourcefulness to access information online or 
through other professions beyond the kura gate. 

 Most tumuaki reported no budget for professional development and learning 

(PLD). One tumuaki who leads a Kāhui Ako set up a funding pool from the 

operations funding so that every LSC can access PLD.  

 Attending PLD training in other regions further depletes the travel fund for some 

LSC due to their geographical location. To address this, PLD providers need to 

travel to remote areas, or an additional travel allowance to attend PLD will be 

needed for some LSC. 
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 LSC wanted regular PLD with dedicated time for it - without taking time out of 

their work schedules or releasing staff so that they can attend. 

 LSC wanted Māori centric PLD aimed at Māori medium.  

 LSC wanted PLD/resources available in te reo Māori. 

 LSC wanted professional supervision as part of PLD. 

Applying an antiracism lens  

Racism affects everyone in society. Racism is a hierarchical structure of oppression 
that operates at multiple levels and across systems (e.g. housing, education, 
employment, credit, health, criminal justice) (Bailey et al, 2021) and has been defined 
as the totality of societal structures and policies that create and maintain inequities by 
unequally distributing access to opportunities and societal resources by race and 
ethnicity (Shelton et al, 2021).  

The experience of racism was common to Māori medium settings.  

One tumuaki said they addressed racism in a forthright way within their community 
and to the Ministry because the voices say, “enough is enough when it comes to 
racism and discrimination in the 21st Century.”  

A SENCO reported feeling ‘mamae’ about being excluded from information that would 
give access to resources for her rumaki and again, excluded from making decisions 
around her rumaki, “breaching (her) trust and confidence in her Pākehā colleagues.” 

Adhering to the principles of te Tiriti o Waitangi was reported by tumuaki as a strong 
platform from which to reduce institutional racism in education, community, and 
society. One tumuaki used Ngā Tikanga Matatika Ngā Paerewa / Code of Professional 
Responsibility and Standards for Teaching Profession across the sector and 
communities to do this. 

Research has identified development of an anti-racism lens involves transparency, 
consideration of power dynamics, equitable sharing of resources, respect of 
community values, and inclusion of racial and ethnically diverse peoples as equitable 
decision-makers early and often (Shelton et al, 2021).    

Through exploring the LSC role in Māori medium a clear opportunity for communities 
to come together to take action against racism and to honour Te Tiriti o Waitangi has 
been identified. 

5.7. Ngā whaiwhakaaro - considerations  
Whakamana - Empowerment and Acknowledgement: Giving authority, to give 
effect to, give prestige to, confirm, enable, authorise, legitimise, empower and 
validate. 

Whakamana outcomes equate to success: successful outcomes for kura, learners, 
whānau, community, hapū and iwi. Success for all future generations and Aotearoa.  
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The Ministry is encouraged to consider the following opportunities that are imbued 
with whakamana to support the LSC role in Māori medium settings:  

 Support tino rangatiratanga by enabling Māori medium to have autonomy over 

their resource allocation, including the operational settings for the role. 

 Ensure that equity is not hindered for LSC in kura by enabling LSC to access 

existing resources and funding for kaiako, appropriate levels of remuneration 

and travel funding for the role. 

 Ensure that the mana of the role is recognised by providing management unit 

funding, an appropriate career pathway, supported by culturally relevant PLD 

and supervision. 

 Ensure that learning support for Māori is supported by resources in te reo and 

that the appropriate resources and funding are available to support tamariki. 

 Regularly review the role to ensure that it is mana enhancing for all and to 

understand more about how the role is working in Māori medium settings. 
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6. HOW WELL IS THE ROLE FUNCTIONING ACROSS 
KURA/SCHOOLS AND CLUSTERS? 

This section draws on the surveys and interviews to address the key evaluation 
question of: How well is the LSC role functioning? This weaves together evidence 
from multiple sources and methods. The survey feedback includes people working in 
Māori medium and highlights the many similar experiences of the LSC role across 
Māori medium and English medium settings.  

This key process evaluation question is answered by using a rubric focused on the 
implementation outcomes identified in the LSC theory of change. Quantitative and 
qualitative data collected in Phase 3 has been used to update the standard of 
implementation achieved. 

Table 3 - Implementation performance standards 

 Excellent  Good  Adequate  Poor 

Description Clearly very 
strong or 
exemplary in 
relation to this 
outcome. Any 
gaps or 
weaknesses are 
not significant 
and are managed 
effectively. 

Generally strong in 
relation to this 
outcome. No 
significant gaps or 
weaknesses, and 
less significant gaps 
or weaknesses are 
mostly managed 
effectively.  

Inconsistent in 
relation to this 
outcome. Some 
gaps or 
weaknesses. Meets 
minimum 
expectations/ 
requirements as far 
as can be 
determined. 

Unacceptably 
weak in relation to 
this outcome. Does 
not meet minimum 
expectations/ 
requirements. 

The following figure uses the LSC specific aspects of the theory of change to display 
the overall ratings for key aspects of intended performance. These ratings are 
explained in more detail in the sections that follow. 

Where survey results are included, they relate to the surveys completed in Phase 3. 
The survey results that informed these judgments have been provided as a data 
supplement to the Ministry.  
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Figure 3 - Standard of performance reached across core implementation domains 

6.1. What does the evidence tell us? 

6.1.1. Initial implementation requirements met (good to excellent) 

Almost all LSC roles have been filled at each evaluation touchpoint (93% roles were filled 
in April 2022). Of LSC employed in 2020, 94% were employed as LSC the following year. 

More kura/schools described their LSC roles as operational in phase 3 and LSC have 
become clearer about their role and kura/school priorities. LSC are also clearer about their 
role alongside SENCO and more able to find the tools and information about learning 
support that they need. Being able to access the services and support learners need can 
still be a challenge and is related to the overall availability of those services and supports. 
LSC know much more about their community resources, supports from other sectors and 
community agencies.  

Having a suitable working space in each kura/school can take time to resolve, although 
80% (n=210) of LSC now have a workplace available in the kura/schools they work in.  
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6.1.2. Role is working well in kura/schools (good/adequate) with intended 
outcomes evident (good) 

The LSC role is designed to be flexible within its five core functions; 89% (n=232) of LSC 
say they are working to the intent of the role. Currently, 46% (n=119) rate their work as 
mostly proactive (46% n=119) and a mixture of practice and reactive approaches (38% 
n=98). Role scope varies across kura/schools and LSC may perform all core functions, or 
only some of them. Some kura/schools, for example, do not encourage LSC to have 
relationships with whānau, preferring that to be led by kaiako/teachers.  

Two functions of the role rated as adequately implemented. Firstly, connecting with other 
learning support roles and community agencies; this did not rate higher because LSC are 
connecting but they are still navigating and negotiating their space and finding out who 
and where to connect to. The second function, works with and influences kura/school 
leadership, is highly dependent on school leadership positioning the role to enable 
influence.   

Kura/schools are better at identifying and responding to needs  

 Kura/schools report improved ability to identify and respond to diverse learners with 

learning support needs because of their LSC (73% n=343 kura/schools say 

improved visibility). 

 LSC support of transitions has been a particular benefit noted.  

LSC have improved kura/schools’ relationships with whānau 

“First meeting with our LSC - instantly felt the warmth in her presence which made me 
feel at ease. The interaction with her was effortless, I was able to let my guard down 
and talk with her honestly and openly without judgement. She displayed many attributes 
that showed how culturally sensitive she is and felt very relatable, having shared 
experiences just made the process of assessing my sons learning needs just that much 
better. I didn't feel alone and I felt that she understood without having to say anything. 
The communication we have had has been nothing but exceptional, she has given me so 
much support and I am so grateful.” (Whānau) 

 LSC can be a key point of contact for whānau and are valued for their availability 

and expertise on coordinating learning supports.  

 Seven in ten kura/schools say their relationships with whānau has improved since 

the introduction of the LSC role (71%, n= 334).  

The increased evidence provided by an additional 24 whānau interviews in this third phase 
of evaluation has confirmed a deep appreciation for the role.  
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Whānau who have worked directly with a LSC see the role as key to ensuring success for 
their children and value that LSC: 

 provide a person that learners can trust and rely on  

 are a single point of contact for whānau to talk about learning support needs and 

type of support available to them 

 connect whānau, kura/school leadership, kaiako/teachers and learners together to 

create a shared understanding of learning support needs and develop a plan e.g., 

Individual Education Plan  

 create continuity of support with other learning support roles such as teachers’ 

aides, classroom teachers, and other support specialists inside and outside of the 

kura/school  

 support transitions of learners with learning support needs into a new kura/school 

environment and provide helpful information to kaiako/teachers 

 advocate for the learning support needs of learners within the kura/school and with 

other community agencies. 
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The following examples provide some more insight into how LSC engage with whānau and 
the value that is created through this engagement. 

LSC helping whānau access to the right support at the right time  

LSC play a key role supporting whānau to access learning support. The LSC works with 
whānau to establish what type of support the student needs, and then accompanies 
the whānau along that journey of accessing the support. The types of support are 
highly diverse, from school lunches through to educational psychologist appointments. 
While learning achievement is central to the role of the LSC, their understanding of the 
learners’ needs go beyond education, taking a more holistic view. Examples include: 

Support groups 

 “I did another program she got me to do like a woman's program just to talk to 

other woman about like parenting and support stuff like that” 

Information on local workshops and events 

 “She lets me know when sign language courses are going to be run. She's letting 

me know all these different workshops we can do.” 

Building learning development skills 

 “She helped me with different cognitive things that I can do with the boys to help 

them with their dyslexia and things.” 

Access to health agencies 

 “She's making sure all health needs are also being met as well learning with 

dyslexia testing and the programs to build their confidence and she does them 

together.” 
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Kaiako/teachers feel supported by LSC  

LSC have supported kaiako/teachers to work with individual learners and their whānau. 
LSC can be key players in kura/school learning support teams, coordinators of teaching 
assistants and providers of PLD sessions. LSC have freed up SENCO time.   

The Phase 3 kaiako/teacher survey that was sent to all kura/schools with a LSC allocation 
provided positive feedback:  

 Nine in ten kaiako/teachers have engaged with LSC (89%, n= 283).  

 Beginner kaiako/teachers were less clear about the LSC role. We know from 

interviews, that beginner kaiako/teachers were very open to working with LSC 

and valued their support. This highlights the importance of a quality orientation 

for the LSC to all kaiako/teachers. 

 Over half of kaiako/teachers say their ability to identify diverse learners with 

learning support needs has improved because of the LSC (56%, n= 283). 

 Those teaching in intermediate and secondary kura/schools were more likely to 

rate improvements than those from primary kura/schools.  

 Eight in ten kaiako/teachers are likely to seek LSC input for learners with learning 

support needs in their classrooms (84%, n=283) 

 Those with 10 or more years of experience were less likely to seek LSC input 

than those with less teaching experience.  

 Almost six in ten say their confidence to work effectively with learners with learning 

support needs has improved because of the LSC (57% n=123) 

 Kaiako/teachers working with new entrants were most likely to identify 

improvements in their confidence (59% n=105 of them rated it had improved a 

lot). 

“The LSC was able to supply information that enabled me to quickly plan to make 
learning tasks accessible to students. Pre LSC I would have taken much longer to 
identify the learning requirements of these students.” – kaiako/teacher 

Kaiako/teachers’ suggestions for improvements included wanting LSC to have a teaching 
component and be more hands on where they view the role as more administrative. Some 
kaiako/teachers were also still unsure about the difference between SENCO and LSC roles. 
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6.1.3. Working across their cluster as able (adequate) with limited results 
(adequate)  

Progress of the LSC role at a cluster level is influenced by cluster functioning, the 
allocation of LSC time within the cluster, and the ability of LSC to engage with key players 
and leadership across that cluster. Kura/school leadership such as tumuaki/principals rated 
the aspects of cluster collaboration more highly than LSC did in phases 2 and 3. This may 
be because tumuaki/principals have a different level of visibility than LSC. The role of the 
service manager in facilitating learning support collaboration across the cluster also 
influences the ability of LSC to engage with the cluster. The time taken to embed the 
service manager role to support the LSDM has taken longer than expected and this has 
impacted the ability of cluster members to work together.  

Collaboration activity across each cluster is varied 

Where LSC have been brought into pre-existing cluster processes it has enabled them to 
network and contribute. A cluster meeting that includes LSC, RTLB, SENCO, service 
managers and cluster leadership provides opportunities for information sharing, peer 
review, relationship building and professional development. Some clusters use these 
meetings to connect with community agencies such as Oranga Tamariki (OT) and the 
Police.   

 Seven in ten kura/schools (72%, n=458) say their cluster is operational.  

 Only half of LSC (52%, n=252) are aware of cluster priorities.  

 Supporting learners with transitions within and between kura/schools is a highly 

visible aspect of cluster collaboration and a space where LSC have made a needed 

and valued contribution. 

Informing the identification of learning support needs for the cluster is challenging 
without built-in enablers  

A built-in enabler in this context is defined as an element or characteristic that can drive 
and support the ability of clusters to work collaboratively together towards learning 
support prioritisation, planning and delivery. Where enablers are missing, or weak, 
collaboration relies on the motivation and relationships of groups of individuals. These 
enablers include a standard register of learning support, the service manager facilitation 
function and the resourcing and the structure and processes of well-functioning Kāhui Ako, 
amongst others.  

Half of kura/schools (52%, n=127) yet only a quarter of LSC (25%, n=252) say 
aggregated information from the learning support register is used to inform planning in 
the cluster.  
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A standardised learning support register, through the Te Rito platform, was expected to 
be available for LSC to collect, monitor and share aggregated information within clusters. 
This has not been implemented. Many kura/schools are using the common language 
provided by the Ministry, but the structure and scope of their self-developed registers are 
varied, suggesting any sharing is theme based e.g., observations on current issues such as 
absences or anxiety.   

A review of the service manager’s role in providing a facilitation function for the LSDM was 
completed in 2021 and has yet to have any tangible impact for LSC involved in the 
evaluation. Just under half of LSC (47%) and tumuaki/principals (43%) said service 
managers play an active facilitation role in their cluster. Service managers themselves 
have identified the need for more clarity around the expectations of their role as they have 
no specific mandate to provide formal support to LSC working in kura/schools.  

6.1.4. Little change is evident in the level of implementation and influence of 
the LSC role across the phases of the evaluation 

The evaluation included some measures and survey questions that were asked at three 
time points. These measures and questions related to the functions of the LSC role, as 
well as the immediate outcomes of the role for kura/schools and clusters. These 
implementation domains are identified in figure 3. This data has been analysed for change 
over time between Phases 1, 2 and 3 and provided as a data supplement to the Ministry.  

The results of this change over time analysis show that many results have improved. 
Multiple survey items across the implementation domains showed statistically significant 
improvements between Phases 1 and 3. However, these improvements did not have large 
effect sizes. This means that improvements were not of a magnitude to suggest a 
meaningful degree of practice change has occurred since the Phase 1 survey in 2020.  

When kura/school and LSC survey results from phase 2 were compared with those of 
phase 3, the analysis showed very few statistically significant changes, and none of these 
had a large effect size. This indicates little real change in this period.  

In summary, LSC implementation got off to a strong start, making a difference in 
kura/schools very quickly. As a programme, there have only been negligible improvements 
in the implementation of the role since then.  

Evidence from multiple sources built over three phases of evaluation has provided a strong 
level of evidence around implementation factors that support or hinder implementation. 
The response to COVID-19 began only weeks after the launch of the LSC role and has 
been a consistently challenging feature of kura/school life since. While this may have 
reduced the energy and motivation for new initiatives, it should not be used to account for 
any lack of implementation progress. The evidence cited above identifies challenges that 
are design related, with implementation influenced by weak or non-existent mechanisms 
to enable and motivate collaborative activity. 

These findings highlight the realities of seeking to create cluster level or system change 
through an individual role. Changes that could enhance LSC ability to create change are 
discussed in section 8 of this report. 
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7. WHAT VALUE HAS THE INITIAL TRANCHE OF LSC 
CREATED AT THIS STAGE OF THE IMPLEMENTATION 

This section addresses the evaluation question what value has the LSC created at this 
stage of implementation? To reflect on this, we draw on survey questions and 
interview data relating to people’s satisfaction and perceived value of the role. 

7.1. High satisfaction with the LSC role by most kaiako/teachers, 
kura/schools, and LSC 

This role is seen as a potential game changer and a high level of satisfaction has been 
reported through all three phases of the evaluation. In Phase 3 of the evaluation, at least 
six in ten survey respondents were highly satisfied with the role (8-10 on a ten-point 
scale). 

Figure 4 - High satisfaction with LSC role 

 

“I have found out about conditions that I had no prior knowledge of 
thanks to the LSC.”-Teacher 

“Best innovation in years as it is at school- cluster level and has the 
flexibility to meet the needs of each environment.” – School 
leadership  
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The majority of people who responded to surveys in phase 3 are satisfied with the LSC 
role. For the small portion of people dissatisfied with the role, factors such as no clear 
cluster learning support priorities, low visibility of cluster leadership, low level of influence 
over kura/school leadership, and lack of clarity between SENCO and LSC roles and 
responsibilities influenced satisfaction. 

7.2. The LSC role is considered a good investment by most 
Kaiako/teachers, kura/schools, and LSC 
The LSC role has created value across all its five functions. The graph below shows the 
majority of LSC, kaiako/teachers, and kura/schools rated the role as a good or very good 
investment by the Ministry. This is because the role was a unique opportunity for clusters 
and kura/schools to have a dedicated, flexible learning support role that could work across 
kura/school boundaries and support learners and whānau holistically. The added capacity 
and capability eased the pressure on kura/schools to support learners.  

Figure 5 - Majority rate the role as a good or very good value investment 

 

“Firstly, it is wonderful that [child] is seen and understood by [LSC] so that the 
support and resources he needs to learn and thrive can be appropriately chosen 
and wrapped around him. We feel incredibly grateful that our children attend 
school in a day and age where their challenges are not seen as bad behaviour, 
but rather an opportunity to support them to be the best that they can be within 
the school environment.” Whānau (survey response) 

“The LSC are one of the most valuable resources that have been put into 
schools for a very long time. “– School leadership 

“Best innovation in years as it is at school- cluster level and has the flexibility to 
meet the needs of each environment.” – School leadership 
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As indicated by our mixed methods data, some of the key things people value about the 
role are:  

 Capability and capacity in kura/schools to identify and respond to learning support 

needs.  

 Kaiako/teachers are upskilled and supported to teach diverse learners with learning 

support needs in their classrooms, especially among kaiako/teachers of new 

entrants. 

 Clearer processes and pathways to accessing learning support.  

 Building relationships with whānau and learners with learning support needs, 

especially through enhancing smoother transitions in and across kura/schools. 

 Advocate for learners and their whānau within and beyond kura/schools that can 

reduce the agency footprint involved in the lives of whānau.  

 Flexible role with the allocation of time in kura/schools determined by cluster 

leadership.  

 Out of classroom role that connects learners and kura/schools with learning 

support, other sectors, and community agencies. Health services, OT, Police, and 

iwi organisations were among those frequently mentioned.   

 Those organisations outside kura/schools can benefit from having an identified and 

available link into the kura/school and/or cluster. 

Practical ways the LSC role has added value are highlighted by the following examples: 

LSC connect community agencies and schools 

In one cluster an OT liaison worker expressed the value of LSC as a connector 
between the education sector and their organisation. This relationship can benefit 
individual learners and their whānau as well as support strategic activity across the 
cluster. Previously, OT staff did not know how to action some of the 
recommendations to fall out of their needs assessment and action plans.  

“We don’t know how schools’ function and they are all so different. LSCs are the 
navigators. … [we] work with LSC to see strategically what initiatives are coming in 
and out if there are patterns or cluster of concerns or issues: Are we able to jointly 
come together and to work out what strategy we want to actually take place?” – OT 
liaison worker 
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LSC created processes for identifying learning support needs 

LSC established a referral process where staff document what’s happening for the 
learner and this is discussed with the learning support team in school. LSC follow up 
may be an outcome of that meeting for learning or behavioural support. The school 
that introduced this process was inspired by similar processes across schools in the 
cluster.  

LSC in one cluster work with SENCO and teachers by meeting all whānau to complete 
enrolment forms and have conversations about transitioning to school. This process is 
better at eliciting important information about any learning support needs and creating 
whānau engagement than requesting written registration information.   

LSC implement useful learning support tools and activities in classrooms. For example, 
for one child who was experiencing panic attacks, the LSC normalised breathing 
exercises for the whole class so that when the learner started to panic, they can do a 
breathing exercise and feel supported by their peers. 

LSC support school with learner transitions from early learning services to 
schools: 

LSC work with staff to develop a process for transitioning learners into primary 
school. This process includes paperwork where consent is given from parents/whānau 
to share information, followed by a shared planning meeting where LSC facilitate a 
warm handover of knowledge and resources to the primary school teacher.  

“So what happens is they will make a meeting with a new teacher and the parent (or 
as needed), because it depends on what we need. First, it was just a meeting with 
the parents and one of our teachers. And then it progressed to going to school, and 
having a visit, and having them meet with the new entrant teacher as well. So, 
everyone's on the same page.” - School leadership 

This process has created a stronger connection between ELS and primary schools in 
the cluster to ensure the right learning supports are wrapped around the learner and 
whānau from the start. It also ensures whānau feel comfortable and heard. 
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8. INSIGHTS AND LEARNING FROM THE EVALUATION 

This section identifies the insights and learning that has occurred over the three phases as 
we have, with Te Pae Aronui team, continued to understand and interpret the 
implementation experience as the level of evidence has increased. 

8.1. What supports success? 
The following table outlines key characteristics that support successful implementation 
across the LSC, kura/school, and cluster levels.  

Table Figure 4 - Characteristics shaping successful implementation of the LSC role 

8.2. Looking through an equity lens provides multiple views of 
implementation 

Equity is a multi-dimensional concept. In Aotearoa this is firstly considered in terms of the 
reach, experience, and benefits for Māori. We have explored key dimensions of equity as it 
relates to the intended implementation of the LSC role. This section summarises the key 
insights and reflections from this analysis.  
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Reaching those with mild-moderate learning support needs  

The LSC role was an explicit initiative to address known inequities in learning support, by 
making the learning environment more inclusive and responsive to those with moderate to 
mild learning support needs. Positive shifts across the five functions of the role 
experienced by kura/schools and kura who have operationalised the role demonstrate that 
this has been successful. 

“It made me feel better as a parent to know that they were helping. You know, I 
didn't feel like she was gonna be slipping through the cracks anymore. They put it 
into a way that made me feel very comfortable. And the way they see things, the 
way they used terminology, instead of using the bigger terminology, they broke it 
down for me. - Whānau, interviewed in Phase 1 

Same operational settings for Māori medium are not equitable 

While Māori perspectives were included in the development of the role description, they 
did not contribute into the design of how the role would be operationalised and 
implemented. This impacted on the value of the role in Māori Medium settings. The role 
can work well in these settings when the role is enabled to build on the strengths of kura 
by having the right person in the role. However, operational rules or settings restrict 
recruitment options and often result in a role that is employed by, and shared with, 
English medium settings. 

“I have heard of kura that has just relinquished the very small piece of the pie, 
saying ‘it’s no benefit to us because [English medium based LSC] can't work in here 
and we can't work out there’. It's sad to hear that [Māori] kids are missing out just 
because of the formula in the way that it was distributed.” - Sector stakeholder 

The different paradigms and pedagogies of these settings place Māori medium at a 
disadvantage, and so miss the opportunity to reduce existing inequities in the education 
system. This suggests the reach and experience of Māori learners, kaiako and kura is 
inequitable.   

Although only 19 kura responded to the Phase 3 survey, these were kura that had mostly 
recruited well to the role, and were significantly more likely to rate the LSC role as high 
value or very high value compared to other mediums. This suggests that when the right 
person is in the role it can be delivered in a way that brings high value returns to the kura.  

Individual LSC and kura/schools driving culturally responsive practice  

In Phase 2 of the evaluation, we sought examples of LSC practices that were consistent 
with Ka Hikitia | Ka Hāpaitia, the education sector’s strategy for Māori achieving success 
as Māori. Examples of complementary practice in English settings were attributed to 
individual LSC and/or the culture and communities of the kura/schools they worked in.  
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In this sense, culturally responsive practice aligns with the strategic intent of Ka Hikitia | 
Ka Hāpaitia but cannot be attributed to the strategy. As noted in Phase 2, many 
interviewees were not aware of the strategy.  

Where LSC were working effectively with Pacific learners and aiga, this was also attributed 
to individual workers and kura/school approaches, particularly where kura/schools were 
prioritising the Action Plan for Pacific Education 2020-2030 (Education New Zealand).  

The call to base LSC allocation decisions on needs is getting louder 

Despite the Ministry considering a range of factors when allocating LSC resource to 
clusters1 , the basis of the allocation formula was largely driven by the number of learners 
enrolled in the kura/schools in the cluster. This meant any needs-based decisions about 
role distribution were in the hands of each cluster of kura/schools. This message was not 
grasped early enough by some clusters and was difficult to action in practice. Around half 
of kura/schools said needs influenced the use/allocation of LSC in their cluster (47%, 
n=183), with the other half influenced by logistical, ‘fairness’, privacy and the need to 
achieve an easy consensus. This highlights the opportunity to give greater emphasis on 
needs (or the Equity Index as a proxy) at both a national and cluster level when allocating 
LSC and allowing the time to factor this into decision making.  

Allocating resource based on needs has been voiced consistently since the launch of the 
LSC role. The perception of kura/school roll-based allocation as an entitlement has 
unintentionally hindered many clusters making operational decisions based on cluster 
learning support needs.   

Large, urban kura/schools benefit most due to likelihood that they will have a full time 
LSC on site  

We have learned that large kura/schools with a full time LSC on site report receiving 
proportionally more benefit than those sharing a LSC with other kura/schools. This means 
smaller, rural, and primary kura/schools are less likely to benefit from LSC to the same 
extent as large, urban, intermediate and high kura/schools. Rural kura/schools are more 
likely to find the allocation they receive is not sufficient and less able to provide a suitable 
workspace for LSC.  

In practice, if the LSC is not present enough it is hard for them to be integrated into the 
learning support team in kura/school and a part of the teaching team culture. Travel can 
also eat into LSC time, particularly in rural areas. 

What about the kura/schools that missed out on tranche one?  

Equity considerations for LSC allocation are multi-faceted and will require some trade-offs 
and adaptations should there be an opportunity for more allocation. Currently around four 
in ten kura/schools have access to LSC. What about the other six in ten kura/schools? is a 
question more people are asking, and more frequently as time passes. The very existence 
of tranche one places the remaining kura/schools at a disadvantage that is seen as unfair.  

 
1 Additional LSC resource was allocated to clusters where their kura/schools had a high proportion of Māori and Pacific learners. 
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There are signs of the learning support system compensating for this, for example RTLB 
and service managers prioritising other kura/schools because they know they haven’t got 
the advantage of an LSC. Over time this substitution effect could erode some of the 
benefits of the LSC resource, which was always intended to be an addition to the system.  

8.3. Service manager facilitation function is still highly varied but 
has potential   
Service managers’ facilitation function was fundamental in the design of the LSC role and 
the LSDM. This expectation was part of a review of the service manager role description, a 
process completed in 2021. 

Limited scope and influence currently  

Ministry service managers identified the need for more clarity on expectations and 
accountabilities of their role given their limited influence and mandate.  Tumuaki/principals 
can act as gatekeepers of LSC so service managers can only encourage LSC to join 
meetings, attend training etc., and, unless there is an agreement, they cannot 
communicate with them as a group. This makes it challenging for service managers to 
support the vision of the LSC role.  

What will help Service managers provide a facilitation function? 

“With schools being self-governing, we don’t employ the LSC, so we don’t have any 
say. We can advocate for their role, but we don’t employ them. We don’t do their 
appraisal. So, it is based on a high trust model that we’re all going in the right 
direction. We don’t have oversight of what their agreements are within schools.”- 
Service Manger 

Service managers want a mandate that lets them play an active part in supporting clusters 
with learning support, rather than being an invited guest to occasional Kāhui Ako meeting, 
for example. 

Service managers are often asked to step into provide employment related support that 
they find challenging as they can provide guidance only. Having a leader role for LSC to 
defer to in such circumstances, would make their service role clearer. 

LSC would benefit from a systematic connection to the learning support community  

LSC are employed by kura/school boards and report to the tumuaki/principal of the 
employing kura/school as part of their line management relationship. As a key learning 
support role in clusters, LSC expressed the need for a dedicated place or space in the 
infrastructure of the learning support community. In this sense, LSC are not systematically 
connected into the system by design; the ability to achieve this is based on the skills of 
the LSC and the functionality of the kura/school and cluster level systems and processes 
around them. 
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Stepping up to network and navigate LSC  

Where LSC have been more successfully integrated in networks and processes, they have 
been ‘taken under the wing’ of someone in a recognised position of influence. This may be 
a tumuaki/principal assigned by the cluster to oversee their work programme. This 
tumuaki/principal may be a cluster lead (or not), represent their employer (or not) but it 
does introduce a mechanism for visibility, communication, and accountability beyond their 
work in individual kura/schools.   

RTLB initially viewed the LSC role as overlapping their space, with individual RTLB moving 
along the turf to trust continuum at different speeds. RTLB have often stepped up to 
support LSC navigate and build their networks, share knowledge and resources, and invite 
them to decision making and practice tables. This benefits individual learners as well as at 
kura/schools, clusters and the LSC who have someone to induct them into the local 
learning support community. This is driven by a common passion for supporting learning 
but is highly dependent on individuals. 

Absence of the usual professional structure is keenly felt  

Very early into implementation the absence of role infrastructure was confusing for LSC 
who were looking for leadership, practice guidance and a PLD programme. The absence of 
this infrastructure has made it harder to for LSC to find their place and for others to 
understand how they fit in too.  

While we note that the Learning Support Network provides LSC, and others, with access to 
resources, LSC were clear that this does not replace a LSC PLD programme. It is up to 
individual LSC to identify and/or opt into PLD activities that are available. While some 
regional offices and RTLB team have included LSC in PLD activities, there is no mechanism 
in place to ensure this happens consistently. An example of this is He Pikorua, the practice 
framework designed to support practitioners work effectively and collaboratively within the 
LSDM. We have learned of different ways LSC have been exposed to the framework, but 
this example highlights the lack of structure to ensure all LSC are using this consistent 
practice approach.   

Management Units (MU) are additional salary payments from kura/schools’ operational 
budget that can be paid as recognition for additional responsibilities. Some kura/school 
leadership have used MU to top up the LSC salary and recruit experienced candidates. 
Without MU many highly experienced LSC would have taken a salary reduction. This 
introduces an uneven recruitment field and is seen as unfair by LSC as payment of MU is 
not necessarily reflected in greater responsibility.   

MU are a recognised marker of status in the education structure. MU are a useful tool for 
kura/school leadership to reduce the perceived ambiguous status of LSC within 
kura/schools and cluster and define where they fit in the hierarchical structure.   
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Role scope is broad and almost all LSC are performing in scope  

Tumuaki/principals have been instrumental in defining – or enabling LSC – to define their 
role. The Kairuruku Tautoko Akoranga LSC resource book 2 is the reference point for 
intended LSC practice and provides examples of the five key functions of the role. Of LSC 
who responded to the Phase 3 survey, 89% (n= 232) said they were performing the role 
as intended.  

There are LSC who are dissatisfied with the role because of the low status and restrictions 
placed on them, or the expectations to perform out of scope tasks, such as classroom 
reliever. 

“In this particular secondary school, I'd say the scope is fairly limited and where they 
sit in terms of their ability to be able to influence how they could sort of adapt and 
model learning support ideas - they don't really have the ability to do so much. This 
contrasts with one of my other schools, an intermediate, where the LSC actually 
drives all that with the senior leadership team; she is fairly autonomous in being able 
to do that and I think they really value the experience she brings.” - Service Manager 

Freedom to work holistically with whānau  

The following figure illustrates the holistic nature of the LSC role; they work in a diverse 
range of spaces and roles because of their flexible boundaries. The ability of LSC to work 
in a holistic way has especially benefitted whānau of learners with learning support. 
Whānau we spoke with said they now have someone to help them navigate and access 
resources/supports across kura/schools, learning support roles, and community agencies 
such as Oranga Tamariki. LSC role flexibility means they work across a range of spaces 
and roles to support learners with learning support needs and their whānau as illustrated 
in Figure 6. 

  

 
2 https://www.education.govt.nz/assets/Documents/LSC/LSC-Guide-FINAL.pdf 
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Figure 6 - LSC work with learners and whānau across sectors 

 

High trust model with limited visibility  

The Ministry has little influence, nationally or regionally, over the LSC role in practice. 
Kura/schools, and clusters of kura/schools can, and are, using the role the way they want 
to. However, there are some challenges, for example employment issues, which cannot be 
easily resolved in this high trust model. This is because kura/school boards are the 
employer and anyone else can only advise.  

Once the evaluation is completed the Ministry’s visibility of the role is restricted to 
employment data and escalated issues. It will be useful for the Ministry and kura/schools 
to consider how they will continue to ensure that the role is being implemented as 
intended and continuing to add value into the system. 

“There is too much choice and lack of clear process as they are trying to be too flexible 
with the role. That makes it hard to build momentum or have expectations of the role, 
especially outside [individual] schools.”- RTLB 

8.4. Operational flexibility introduces trade-offs  
Having a full time LSC in a kura/school is the simplest arrangement and one that works 
well for integrating the LSC into kura/school processes and practices. Statistical analysis of 
survey results identified many benefits to kura/schools and LSC working in this set up. LSC 
are designed as kura/school-based roles, with clusters deciding where LSC are employed 
and, where necessary, the logistics of sharing them. 

The Ministry can identify which kura/schools employ LSC but cannot tell from this 
information how they are shared. Our most recent survey results show that 55% of LSC 
(n= 290) and 68% of kura/schools (n=525) work in a shared arrangement. 
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We have learned of different ways clusters have shared LSC resource making decisions 
about combinations of allocation and delivery: 

 Allocation can be a pro rata share of LSC time based on roll size of each 

kura/school, or LSC are used as a collective cluster resource and may potentially 

work across all kura/schools in the cluster. 

 Delivery can be organised by having regular scheduled times for being in each 

kura/school or respond on an as needed basis, either week to week or term to 

term. 

There is no optimal choice for any one cluster; it really depends on the context but there 
have been learnings to consider. 

A third of kura/schools who responded to the kura/school survey said they share their LSC 
on a timetable schedule (pro-rata allocation, 32%, n=525). Sharing LSC on a timetable 
schedule is the most common sharing arrangement. Generally scheduled arrangements 
provide more certainty for kura/schools, LSC and whānau and are associated with more 
positive gains for kaiako/teachers and kura/schools than flexible arrangements.   

Just under one in ten kura/schools responding to the survey (8%, n=525) said their LSC 
works as a cluster resource, in a model that mirrors the approach taken in RTLB clusters. 
In these arrangements there is a LSC team which usually has a tumuaki/principal 
providing explicit leadership and connection to the cluster. This arrangement means the 
complementary skills of LSC are available to the entire cluster of kura/schools; the trade-
off is they do not have the presence to create many whānau facing relationships.  

8.5. Turning up the dial on collaboration  
It was hoped that clusters who engaged well with the LSDM were well positioned to 
implement the LSC role because they demonstrated collective progress related to the 
LSDM. We learnt through engagement with clusters that this was not always the case and 
that collaborative practice around learning support was not as established or easy to 
achieve.  

The ‘Tomorrow’s Schools environment’, with its emphasis on individual kura/school 
management and performance, was identified by some stakeholders, as a disincentive for 
collaborative endeavours intended to raise outcomes beyond individual kura/schools. This 
environment determines the underlying structures of the Ministry and kura/schools, that 
work on an individual, rather than collective basis. This section highlights some areas of 
opportunity for increasing collaboration between kura/schools that are informed by people 
who engaged with the evaluation.  

Incentivising collaborative activity between kura/schools  

LSC implementation has been an incentive for collaborative activity and has provided fresh 
impetus and resource discussions. This has seen genuine consideration of learners needs 
and generous distribution of LSC resource, although trust and clear decision-making 
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mechanisms are crucial for successful collaboration. However, the LSC role did provide a 
means of bringing kura/schools together. 

“Those kids go through that school and onto others, so … we see them as all our kids 
really.” - Principal interviewed in Phase 1. 

The Kāhui Ako structure has been identified as enabling collaborative practices as it 
provides release time, funding and a structure for engagement. We learned that even 
within Kāhui Ako, collective work could be a challenge, especially if processes are 
dependent on personal relationships. Needing support to work collaboratively and help to 
move ideas to implementation were themes we heard from many clusters, and the 
support the Ministry was providing Kāhui Ako in this space was appreciated.   

Collaborative working is a challenge if kura/schools have different needs and/or existing 
resources and priorities. The most extreme example of this is when there is a Māori 
medium kura in a cluster of English medium kura/schools. Low decile kura/schools in a 
cluster have also expressed conflicting priorities with higher decile kura/schools from the 
same cluster. Kura/schools may also have priorities established with other kura/schools 
outside this immediate cluster, for example their feeder kura/schools, that can dilute their 
commitment to cluster priorities and plans.   

Golden opportunity for intervening early  

Where LSC are supporting transitions from ELS into primary kura/school they are making a 
high value contribution that can set new entrants on a better trajectory for learning. The 
combination of high whānau involvement, close staff supervision and the LSC role seen as 
an accessible and acceptable introduction to learning support, make this a golden 
opportunity for early intervention. The role was seen as bridging the gap between what 
ELS staff know and the Early Intervention team specialist input, available through regional 
offices.   

Across the 14 clusters that the evaluation engaged with, ELS engagement with LSC has 
been limited and variable. Only four in ten kura/schools said ELS have any connection with 
their cluster (36%, n= 165), and this was seen in clusters where there were ELS who did 
not know about the LSC role. This contrasts with other clusters with established high 
functioning relationships and documented pathways developed to clarify the LSC role 
alongside the Early Intervention team, and some dedicated LSC resource to working with 
ELS.   

There is no simple solution to making strong links and practice with ELS more consistent. 
ELS are a mix of public and private services, without a collective body that can be 
engaged locally or nationally. It also requires clusters of kura/schools, especially primary 
kura/schools, to understand their allocation of LSC is intended to support transitions from 
ELS to kura/school. As noted in Phase 2, many did not think their allocation included 
support for ELS. 
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9. CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT 

This section addresses the key evaluation question how can the implementation and 
contribution of the LSC role be improved? It draws on the evidence, learning and 
insights generated throughout the report to highlight opportunities for improvement.  

9.1. Support Māori to succeed as Māori  
The LSC role can work really well and bring benefits to ākonga Māori and their whānau if 
it can be aligned with the strengths of those settings, te ao Māori and their pedagogy 
based in māoritanga. There is a need to do things differently for the current tranche so 
that LSC recruitment and retention barriers are reduced. Renumeration issues indicate the 
need for MITA or equivalent, as well as more discretion about the professional 
qualifications of the person kura can recruit to the role.  

While implementation of the LSC in Māori medium has already begun, genuine discussions 
with peak bodies and a degree of discretion could provide the Ministry with an opportunity 
to strengthen Māori authority and control over their own ways of being, knowing and 
doing. 

9.2. Develop role infrastructure  
Several opportunities that relate to role infrastructure to help current, and any future LSC 
to systematically promote the intent of the LSDM, have been identified.  

 Consider a leadership function for LSC in a cluster so there is some accountability 

and support for the role beyond individual employment relationships. Short term, 

this may be at cluster level, with regional level links or intermediate structure 

considered longer term.  

 Explore options for a more systematic approach to PLD for LSC as it is currently 

sporadic and instigated by individual LSC. There is an opportunity for the Ministry to 

drive and provide a range of platforms that provide ongoing PLD guidance and 

opportunities (including regional wānanga) so kura/schools, LSC, and others in 

learning support can share their experiences and learnings from implementation, 

including this evaluation.   

 Explore options to give the LSC role more consistent status and mana in a 

hierarchical kura/school environment. From what we have learned, this would 

support recruitment and retention.  
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9.3. Turn up the dial on collaborative activity  
Consider ways to strengthen collaboration, including incentives, across clusters to effect 
changes in learning support. This includes ways of working that provide accountabilities 
and a more explicit mandate for service managers regarding their facilitation function and 
LSC relationship.  

9.4. Additional considerations in the longer term  
The evaluation evidence consistently highlights the following longer-term considerations. 
These longer-term considerations relate to the potential of future tranches of LSC and are 
designed to build on the previous, more immediate, considerations for change.   

 Consider the allocation formula to respond to the concerns about needs-based 

allocation and the relative advantage of large and mostly urban kura/schools.  

 There is a strategic opportunity to intervene early by being more deliberate about 

the reach of LSC into ELS. This may be achieved by messaging or incentives to 

encourage engagement. This may need a more structural or virtual connection with 

the ELS environment such as Early Intervention teams or Plunket (generally, or as 

part of the before kura/school check). 

 Explore ways to use future resource to support Tino Rangatiratanga by enabling 

Māori medium to have autonomy over their resource allocation, including the 

operational settings for the role. 

 Readiness is a key enabling factor of implementation and the Ministry needs to 

allow sufficient time. Prior to future tranches the Ministry could ask for evidence 

that kura/schools and clusters are ready for this new role and understand how it’s 

going to fit, work and be reviewed.  

 These three phases of evaluation have provided a window into the world of LSC 

implementation. Without it, the Ministry only has visibility of employment patterns 

and escalated issues. There is no accountability for kura/schools to demonstrate 

how the role is used or the benefits they are delivering. This may be part of the role 

infrastructure that could be developed to support ongoing refinements and 

development of the role.   

9.5. Future monitoring and evaluation  
The ultimate outcomes of interest, that all children and young people get the right 
support, in the right place, at the right time so they can learn and progress, is a whole of 
education system level outcome. How well that is achieved is the result of many 
structures, processes, and people working well together. It is the more immediate 
contribution of LSC that is feasible to monitor and evaluate. 
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Determining the value created by the role, once adjustments are implemented, is an 
approach suited to this complexity and the LSC role overall. This approach, developed by 
Dr Julian King, has guided the development of insights in this report. In the future, this 
approach will require explicit definitions of good stewardship of resources, efficient and 
effective delivery, and an equity lens on each of these considerations. These definitions 
should be co-developed with sector stakeholders.  

A kaupapa Māori approach will be the way to understand how well changes made for 
Māori medium settings are working when they have had sufficient time to take effect. 
Meanwhile, the following options are within the Ministry’s existing infrastructure:  

 Monitoring of LSC turnover patterns by region to highlight abnormal variation.  

 Amending existing platforms, such as the regular Learning Support and RTLB 

surveys, to include feedback on the LSC role where there is direct contact. 
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10. CONCLUSION 

Overall, the implementation and initial outcomes of the LSC role are in line with the theory 
of change underpinning the LSC role. The LSC role is functioning well across its five 
functions, although the cluster level aspect of the LSC role, in particular, would benefit 
from enhanced structural enablers.  

The role has been highlighted for providing good value to the sector, including whānau, 
kaiako/teachers, and kura/schools. The investment in a dedicated role has achieved the 
vision of better identifying and supporting diverse learners learning support needs, 
especially for learners with mild to moderate needs.   

The opportunities for improvements are important for the Ministry to consider so it can 
support the sector to maintain and enhance the value of the LSC role. Without a specific 
focus on bolstering the value of the role and looking for ways to enhance its influence at a 
cluster level, the sustainability of the benefits realised may be limited. 
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APPENDIX 1: KUPUTAKA GLOSSARY 
Te reo MAORI  English interpretation  

Aho Matua The philosophical base for Kura Kaupapa Māori 

Ako Teaching and Learning 

Aroha  Love and respect 

Āta Carefully, intently. 

Hapū Kinship group, clan, tribe, subtribe 

Hauora Health  

Huihuinga  Meetings 

Hohipera Hospital  

Kaiako Teacher  

Kaitiakitanga Guardianship, stewardship, trusteeship, trustee 

Kaupapa Maori Māori approach, topic, customary practice 

Kotahitanga  Unity, togetherness, solidarity, collective action 

Kura School, learning environment 

Mamae To be painful, sore, hurt 

Mana Justice, prestige, power and authority 

Mana Māori Motuhake Being Māori and self-determination 

Manaakitanga Kindness, generosity, support - show respect 

Māoritanga Māori culture, practices and beliefs, Māoriness 

Matauranga Māori Māori knowledge - originating from Māori ancestors  

Matatau To be proficient, expert at, competent, fluent 

Mokopuna Grandchild 

Ngā Tikanga Matatika, 
me Ngā Paerewa 

Teachers Code of conduct and Integrity 

Ngā whaiwhakaaro  Considerations  

Oritetanga  Equity, equality, equal opportunity 

Pākehā   English, New Zealander of European descent 

Pono To be true, valid, honest, genuine, sincere 

Rumaki a te reo language immersion class  

Tamariki Children 

Tangata Person  

Tautoko To support, prop up, verify, advocate 

Te ara whakamana Mana Enhancement framework 

Te Ao Māori The Māori world 

Te reo Māori The Māori language 

Te Rito Web-based national information repository 

Tika To be correct, true, upright, right, just, fair 

Tikanga Māori Māori values and beliefs 

Tino Rangatiratanga Self-determination, autonomy, self-government 

Tūhononga Connection  
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Te reo MAORI  English interpretation  

Tumuaki Principal 

Wairuatanga Spirituality  

Whakaaro Thinking, thought, opinion, understanding, idea 

Whakamana To give authority, effect and prestige to 

Whakapapa Genealogy, lineage, descent 

Whakarongo To listen, hear, obey 

Whānaungatanga Relationships and connectedness 

APPENDIX 2: GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
Acronyms  Meaning  

ELS Early Learning Services me ngā Kōhanga Reo 

LSC Learning Support Coordinator 

MU Management units  

MITA Māori Immersion Teachers Allowance  

OT Oranga Tamariki 

PLD Professional Learning and Development  

RTLB Resource Teacher: Learning and Behaviour 

SENCO Special Education Needs Coordinator 

APPENDIX 3: METHODOLOGY 

This section provides additional detail relating to the methods used for Phase 3.   

Collection for Phase 3 ran from September 2021 to April 2022. Due to the pressure placed 
on the education sector by COVID-19 Omicron, the window for data collection in 
schools/kura was reduced to eight weeks in Term 1 (14 February to 7 April 2022). We 
communicated with the sector about this plan towards the end of Term 4 2021. 

10.1. Surveys  
All survey dissemination was via tumuaki/principals as LSC, kaiako/teachers and whānau 
cannot be contacted directly. Surveys were live for two weeks (14 February to 27 
February). 

Whānau survey 

An online survey was disseminated to whānau in nine clusters asking them about their 
experiences of the LSC role. This resulted in only 14 responses. This low response rate is a 
result of the short space of time available for data collection and the requirements for 
tumuaki/principals to forward the invite to LSC and LSC to forward the invitation promptly. 
Respondents went into regional draws as planned to win a $100 voucher.  
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Analysis of open-ended narrative questions was completed to support themes identified in 
interview findings. Quantitative data (Likert scale ratings) was not used due to the small 
number of responses.   

Kaiako/teacher survey 

Tumuaki/principals were asked to forward a kaiako/teacher survey to all teaching staff so 
that deans and teaching assistants, for example would be included. A response rate 
cannot be calculated for the 280 responses that were received, as invitations were sent by 
kura/school leadership to relevant kaiako/teachers and we have no way of knowing how 
many received such an invitation.   

Kura/school and LSC surveys  

The kura/school survey invitation was sent to all 1055 kura/schools and kura with LSC 
allocation and achieved a 54% (n=574) response rate. 

The LSC survey invitation was sent to kura/school tumuaki/principals to forward and 
achieved an indicative response rate of 72% (assuming all 623 LSC received the invite).  

Analysis of survey data  

Data from LSC, kura/school and kaiako/teacher surveys were extracted from 
SurveyMonkey, cleaned, and converted into a Power BI dashboard so results could be 
viewed overall and sliced by structural and practice variables identified as significant in 
earlier phases of the evaluation. These slicers were region, type of kura/school, 
operational arrangement of LSC, setting (Māori or English medium, or mixed) rural/urban. 
Kaiako/teacher survey data was also sliced by their years of teaching experience and if 
they worked with new entrants or not. Narrative survey fields were first cleaned to remove 
responses that did not directly answer the question before thematic analysis.    

LSC and kura/school surveys included repeated items related to core implementation 
domains. Data from Phases 1, 2 and 3 was used to compare change over time across 
these items. These results have been provided in a data supplement to the Ministry. 
Statistical significance refers to a 95% or greater confidence interval. Effect sizes were 
calculated using Cohen’s d and represent a measure of the magnitude of any change.   

Additional chi-square analysis identified associations between the survey response patters 
and the implementation ‘slicers’. This analysis was used alongside qualitative evidence to 
identify and explain factors that influence varied experiences of implementation.  

10.2. Interviews  
Those approached for interview had sufficient information and opportunity to ask 
questions and were able to give their informed consent to particate. Our invitation to 
participate was issued through a person known to them.  

Interviews with whānau, service managers and other stakeholders were completed 
remotely to promote safety. We took notes during our interviews and enhanced our notes 
with recordings (where permission to record had been given). Unless stated, interviews 
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used a semi structured interview schedule developed with the Ministry. Each set of 
interviews was thematically analysed before being integrated with each other and data 
form other sources to address the evaluation questions. Team members who had 
completed the interviews also completed the analysis.  

Whānau interviews 

The evaluation was designed to use learning support registers to invite a selection of 
whānau to take part in an interview. Unfortunately, Te Rito (an information sharing 
platform that was to host a common learning support register) was not established during 
the timeframe of the evaluation. While learning support registers were being used by 
kura/schools, these varied from paper-based systems to Excel sheets. This set-up did not 
support the evaluation to easily use the learning support registers to randomly select 
whānau to take part in an interview. Whanau were approached for interview by LSC.  

Interviews with whānau occurred over an eight-week period from 14 February to 7 April 
2022 across three reference clusters in addition to those sources through Māori medium 
settings. Interviewers included one Pacific and two Māori interviewers (one fully fluent in 
te reo Māori). A total of 24 interviews were completed across English medium (n=16) and 
Māori medium settings (n=8). Whanau participating in interviews were given a $50 
voucher as koha.   

Key stakeholder interviews  

The Ministry team provided a list of 17 key stakeholders that was limited to people holding 
national or regional roles across the Ministry including RTLB cluster managers and learning 
support advisors. These interviews were completed remotely between January and March 
2022. A total of 16 interviews were conducted (1 no response). These interviews were 
semi-structured, based on the key evaluation questions.  

Service manager interviews 

Phase 3 was the first time we heard from all 14 service managers in our reference 
clusters. A list of service managers was provided to us by the Ministry and interviews were 
conducted from January to March 2022.  

10.3. LSC employment patterns 
The Ministry provided Synergia with its analysis of employment pattern data for LSC roles 
for the end of Term 1 2022. At this time the LSC vacancy rate was 7% (40.7 FTTE of 623 
FTTE). This is made up of 45 LSC roles not fully staffed over 42 kura/schools. Part time 
roles are few (19.3 FTE) of which 5FTE are permanent job share.  

Turnover of the role has no direct comparison, and the Ministry has recalibrated its 
method for monitoring LSC to align more closely with published kaiako/teacher turnover 
rates, turnover which means it can only be calculated two years in the past. The most 
recent data available is turnover for the 2020 year (6%).  
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10.4. Sensemaking  
Three sensemaking sessions were held with Te Pae Aronui team to explore the evaluation 
data and its analysis. This included judgements about the progress of implementation 
based on updated evidence. A final sensemaking session wove all findings and determined 
key findings and considerations. 
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